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Summary

• Some “Late Lessons from Early Warnings”
• Why Children need the Precautionary 

Principle
• On “Knowing” and “Not Knowing”
• Multi-causality and its implications
• Directions of Error in Environmental 

Sciences
• On some “criteria” for Evaluating Evidence.
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“Late lessons” case studies: 
types of issue

• Biodiversity (Fisheries)

• Pathogen (BSE)

• Physical Agents (Radiation, Asbestos)

• Pharmaceuticals (DES, Beef Hormones, 
Antibiotics in animal feed)

• Chemicals (Benzene, PCBs, Great Lakes 
Pollution. MTBE, CFCs, TBT, SO2)
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Antimicrobial Feed Additives (AFA) 
Chapter – An “Early Warning” example:

1969 – UK Medical Research Council’s Swann Committee:

• ‘Despite the gaps in our knowledge .. We believe … on the basis 
of evidence presented to us, that this assessment is a sufficiently 
sound basis for action .. The cry for more research should not 
be allowed to hold up our recommendations’

• ‘Sales/use of AFA should be strictly controlled” via tight 
criteria, despite not knowing mechanisms of action, nor 
foreseeing all effects’

• ‘More rewarding to improve animal husbandry than to feed diets 
containing AFA’

Source: (HMSO, UK,  Nov. 1969)
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CFCs Chapter: Skin Cancer and Time Lags
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SOME LATE LESSONS 
FROM EARLY WARNINGS

”Broaden the Framing and Assumptions”
1. 1. Manage “risk”, “uncertainty” and “ignorance”
2. 2. Identify/reduce “blind spots” within disciplines
3. 3. Assess/account for all pros and cons
4. 4. Analyse/promote alternative options
5. 5. Take account of stakeholder values
6. 6. Avoid “paralysis by analysis” by acting to reduce 

hazards via the precautionary principle.
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Why Children need the PP
• The science of impacts of environmental stressors on children 

(from foetus to 18) is more complex, less researched and less 
understood than that of such impacts on adults. (“scientific 
complexity & uncertainty”)

• The likelihood of serious harm to children from such impacts is 
generally greater than for adults because of their different and
changing stages of biological development, their behaviour, and 
their greater exposure in relation to bodyweight. (“sensitivite
biomarkers”)

• Both the risks and the benefits of avoided risks have longer time to 
impact on children and society than on adults. (“longer to live”)
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• Of the risks to children from societies activities, children get
proportionately fewer benefits from them than adults do, such as
jobs, car driving, many consumer products etc. (“benefit 
inequity”)

• Many of today’s serious environmental threats, such as 
impending water shortages, climate change, endocrine 
disruption and biodiversity loss will impinge proportionately 
more on children and their children than on this generation of 
adults. (“future harm”).

• Of the risks to children from societies activities, children have a 
greater proportion that is imposed on them involuntarily yet they 
have least power to avoid them. (“lack of power”)
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‘Knowing’ and not knowing: A dynamic expansion……

Today’s knowledge (1) 

Tomorrow’s knowledge 
(2)

Gaps in today’s 
knowledge

Gaps in tomorrow’s 
knowledge

No knowledge - yet

G:sdi/slides/dge/knowing and not knowing 260303
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….and “complexity” increases.
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Key Features of ‘Knowing’ and not 
knowing:

• ‘Knowing is contingent’: Today’s certainties can be tomorrow’s mistakes
• ‘Uncertainties’ due to ‘gaps in knowledge’ are different from..
• ‘Ignorance’ where we don’t know what we don’t know, which is one 

source of…
• ‘Surprises’; which can also come from ‘mistaken knowledge’, and gaps in 

knowledge.
• Boundaries between ‘knowledge’, ‘no knowledge’ and ‘gaps in 

knowledge’ are fuzzy and dynamic. As ‘knowledge’ expands
• more research can increase and decrease uncertainties and ignorance. ‘The 

more we know, the more we don’t know’ is not uncommon….
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“Wisdom is to know,

that you do not know”

(Socrates)

An early lesson, lately forgotten?
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How Can We Respond to
“Ignorance” (“Surprises”)?

1. Use intrinsic parameters as proxies for unknown but possible impacts 
(e.g. persistence and/or bioaccumulation potential of chemical 
substances. (See Case Studies on PCBs, MTBE, CFCs, TBT)

2. Reduce specific exposures to potentially harmful agents on the basis 
of credible ‘Early Warnings’ of initial harmful impacts (thus limiting 
the size of any other ‘surprise’ impacts from the same agent, e.g. the 
asbestos cancers that followed asbestosis; and PCB neurotoxicological
effects that followed wildlife impacts). 

3. Promote a diversity of robust and adaptable technological and 
social options to meet needs (which limits technological ‘monopolies’ 
such as asbestos, CFCs, PCBs etc., and therefore reduces the scale of 
any ‘surprise’). 

EEA draft
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From “Simple” to “Systems” Science

“Simple science” “Systems Science”
AFA “Antibiotic resistance can only 

occur via vertical mutations”
AB resistance can come via vertical 
and horizontal mutations.

BSE  “BSE cannot cross between 
species via food”, 1986

  It can-1990 

TBT   “Acute effects needed to 
initiate biological impacts” 

  Endocrine-mediated mechanisms 
initiate much lower dose impacts
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Less Hubris, more Humility?

“Misplaced certainty about the absence of 
harm played a key role in delaying preventive 
actions in most of the case studies”

(Preface, ‘Late lessons from Early Warnings: the 
Precautionary Principle 1896-2000’)
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Multi-causality (& multi-
efffects,complexity)

Multi-causality Framework for Environment and Health

Genes Host Condition

Environmental
Exposuress

Effects

Harm

Source: EEA
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Illustrative “causeIllustrative ”causes” of childhood asthma

 

e.g. 
 
-Nutritional 
and  
 
-immune 
status 
 
-age 
 

30% indoor 
e.g. 
 
-Mites10% 
-Pets 5% 
-Passive 
smoking 5% 
-NOx 5% 
-Damp 5% 
 
20% outdoor 
-Pollen 10 % 
-Industrial 
pollution 5% 
-Traffic 
pollution 5% 

e.g. 
 
Asthma 
in some
children
 

Host 
genetics 

Host 
condition

Exposures Harm 

e.g. 
 
-Allergic 
sensitivity 
 
-Sex 
 

25%
 

25% 50% 100% 
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Multi-causality produces 
“small/weak ” effects:

“the greater the number of causal agents 
producing a given disease the less strong
and the less specific will be the association 
between any one of them and the total load 
of the disease”

US Surgeon General report on Smoking, 1964
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Some Implications of Multi-
Causality

1. Timing of the dose can make the poison

2. “Confounders” are often co-causal 

3. “Consistency” of scientific results can be 
unusual.
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On Consistency
”Consistency in nature does not require that 
all, or even a majority of studies find the 
same effect. If all studies of lead showed the 
same relationship between variables, one 
would be startled, perhaps justifiably 
suspicious”

Source: Needlemann (1995) ”Making Models of Real World events: the use and abuse of inference, 
Neurotoxicology and teratology, vol 17, no. 3.
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Some Implications of Multi-
Causality and Complexity …

4. ”Small” environmental causes can be very 
important:

• as links in an interdependent causal chain 

• even if they shift normal distributions of 
serious impacts only slightly, as with IQ.

• as ”Triggers” of all cause diseases e.g. 
Asthma

• for large ”secondary” benefits
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Some Implications of Multi-
Causality and Complexity …

5. Effectiveness evaluation of policy measures 

will be difficult

6. Wider and Wiser use of the 
Precautionary Principle.
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A definition of the PP based on 
“Late Lessons”

“The PP provides justification for public policy 
actions in situations of scientific complexity, 
uncertainty and ignorance, where there may be 
a need to act in order to avoid, or reduce, 
potentially serious or irreversible  threats to 
health or the environment, using an appropriate 
level of scientific evidence, and taking into 
account the likely pros and cons of  action and 
inaction”.
EEA, 2002
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Some Levels of Evidence…..
• Beyond all reasonable doubt

• Reasonable certainty

• Balance of probabilities/evidence

• Strong possibility

• Scientific suspicion of risk

• Negligible/insignificant

That are appropriate for different purposes
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Bradford Hill on “The Case for 
Action” (1965)

“leads us to..differential standards before we 
convict”…..

• “Relatively slight evidence” (pregnancy 
sickness pill)

• “Fair evidence” (suspect occupational 
carcinogen)

• “Very strong evidence” (smoking)
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TWO CONCEPTS: “LEVELS OF 
EVIDENCE” AND “BURDEN OF PROOF”

Example:
A ‘Scientifically based suspicion of risk’ is sufficient for 
action by the regulator (to restrict a chemical substance)……

…which can only be overturned by proof ‘beyond reasonable 
doubt’ from the producer that the substance is ‘safe’……

(Swedish Chemicals Law, 1973)
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ON BEING WRONG:
ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES AND 

THEIR DIRECTIONS OF ERROR?

• Science generates false negatives, in 
avoiding false positives

•This may make « sound » science

•But not necessarily sound Public Policy
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ON BEING WRONG:
ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES AND 

THEIR DIRECTIONS OF ERROR

SCIENTIFIC 
STUDIES

SOME METHODOLOGICAL 
FEATURES

MAIN1 DIRECTIONS OF 
ERROR-INCREASES CHANCES 
OF DETECTING A:

Experimental •High doses •False positive

Studies •Short (in biological terms) 
range of doses

•False negative

(Animal •Low genetic variability •False negative
Laboratory) •Few exposures to mixtures •False negative

•Few Foetal-lifetime exposures •False negative

•High fertility strains •False negative  
(Developmental/reproductive  
endpoints)

1 Some features can go either way (e.g.inappropriate controls) but most of the features mainly 
err in the direction shown in the table
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Observational Confounders •False positive

Studies Inappropriate controls •False positive/negative

(Wildlife & Non-differential exposure       
misclassification

•False negative

Humans) Inadequate follow-up •False negative

Lost cases •False negative

Simple models that do not reflect      
complexity

•False negative

Both Publication bias towards positives •False positive

Use of 5 % probability level to minimise 
chances of false positives

•False negative

Experimental
And

Scientific cultural pressure to avoid  false 
positives

•False negative

Observational
Studies

Low statistical power (e.g. From small 
studies)

•False negative

EEA draft
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”Absence of Evidence of Harm”

is not

”Evidence of Absence of Harm”

Because relevant research may not 
have been done
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BH ‘criteria’ are asymmetrical, with 
multi-causality /complexity

• If present, can be robust…
• If absent, may not be robust
Eg “consistency”

“temporality”
“specificity”
“biological gradient”
“plausibility/coherence”
“strength of association”
“recovery”
“analogy”
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Problems with some BH ‘criteria’

• “Consistency” Not robust – can easily lead to 
false negatives because complexity, 
multicausality, and genetic/host variability invites 
inconsistency (see history of lead/Children’s IQ)

• “Temporality” May not be robust – can lead to 
false negatives where biological end points are 
common, with multi-causality, and with some co-
causal factors being present to increase the end 
point in advance of the stressor/s in focus
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“Man has lost the capacity to foresee and 
forestall....he will end up destroying the earth.”

- Albert Schweitzer

Will this prediction come true ?

Or could the precautionary principle help us to foresee and 
forestall Hazards… using the best of systems science whilst 
stimulating innovation?

EEA draft
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